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Colombia Central Bank Preview: January 2023 
  

Monetary policy decision and statement press release: 1800GMT/1300ET - Friday, January 27, 2023. 

 
MNI POV: Terminal Rate Nearing 
 
The majority of surveyed analysts expect BanRep to hike the overnight lending rate by 100bps to 13.00%. A 
deterioration in both headline and core CPI data as well as short & medium-term inflation expectations 
warrant maintaining a hawkish posture at the January meeting. However, there remain a notable minority 
looking for a more moderate hike and given the most recent comments from finance minister Ocampo on 
not seeing the need for further tightening, particular significance is placed on Friday’s decision. 
 
 
Ocampo Believes Inflation Has Peaked, Questions Further Tightening 
 
Speaking to Reuters in Davos on January 17, finance minister Jose Antonio Ocampo indicated that he does not see 
the need for further monetary tightening, indicating that to be his opinion and the government’s opinion. While 
analysts were quick to point out that Ocampo had previously described rates as “sufficiently high” when the policy 
rate was at 10.00%, the closer proximity to the terminal rate combined with the split vote in December increase the 
probability for a surprise at the January meeting. 
 
Additionally, questions over further tightening were already presented in the December meeting minutes. The board 
member who voted for just a 25bp increase argued that the purpose of monetary policy to control excess demand 
has already been achieved, so further interest rate hikes are counterproductive. Indeed, BanRep governor 
Leonardo Villar on December 25, while noting that tightening is not necessarily over, explained that “we are getting 
closer to what could be considered the ceiling of that process.” 
 
However, the board have reiterated that future decisions will be based on the new information available and 
considering this, the latest inflation data will be analysed with caution. The latest results of the central bank’s survey 
of economists indicated the median estimate for the overnight rate at the January decision has risen from 12.50% to 
13.00% as the central bank continues to battle the stubborn inflation backdrop. 

 
 
December Inflation Data Extends Steep Rise To 13.12%  

 
Both annual headline and core readings 

have continued their upward trajectory. In 
December, headline CPI rose to 13.12% 
from 12.53% Y/y and annual core CPI 
clocked in at 9.99%, up from 9.48% before 
the last BanRep meeting.  
 
Furthermore, inflation expectations have 
also deteriorated. Within the latest central 
bank survey of economists released in mid-
January, the median forecast for 2023 year-
end inflation was significantly revised up to 
8.59%, from 7.51% just one month ago. 
Additionally, the further contamination of 
medium-term expectations was also evident, 
with 2024 year-end inflation rising to 5.02% 
from 4.49% in December. 
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Economic Activity Moderates To 3.0% Y/y 
 
While growth developments may well 
be overshadowed by the stubbornness 
of inflation dynamics and de-anchored 
inflation expectations, there has been a 
clear moderation of growth. A third 
consecutive negative monthly print has 
translated to the annual economic 
activity reading moderating to 3.0%. 
The latest set of minutes continued to 
highlight that signs of a slowdown in the 
economy that are already becoming 
apparent are likely to be accentuated in 
2023 and lead to 0.5% growth in 2023. 
 
 
 
COP Appreciates ~5%, Gap To March Meeting May Prompt Caution 
 
There has certainly been more optimism in local financial markets with the Colombian Peso appreciating roughly 
5% since the December meeting. Indeed, finance minister Ocampo’s most recent comments suggested the 
government has been successful in calming markets and that the stronger COP should help ease inflation going 
forward.  
 
However, with the broad greenback weakness providing the main headwind for USDCOP, it is unclear how 
persistent the Peso recovery will prove to be. As JPMorgan recently noted, well-known structural imbalances of the 
Colombian economy are setting the bar higher for policy response, increasing the likelihood of another episode of 
volatility in local markets. A key concern for the committee may be the prospect of disappointing the markets and 
potentially stoking local market volatility. Furthermore, given the large gap between this and the next policy meeting 
(March 31) and the vast quantity of economic data to be released during this time, the balance may be tilted 
towards the central bank avoiding any clear signals of a policy pivot at this juncture, although differing views on the 
committee are once again likely. 
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Analyst Views (Alphabetical Order) 

 
As of writing, 15/25 surveyed analysts are expecting another 100bp hike of the overnight lending rate. Seven of the 
remaining forecasts point to a 75bp increase with just three expecting a more moderate 50bp hike. 

 
 
Bank of America: Forecast a 13.50% Terminal Rate Reached In March 
 

• Given the large upward inflation surprise observed in December and build-up of inflationary risks (landslides 
affecting food prices, indexation of service prices, 16% min wage hike, among others), BofA are changing 
their call to a 100bp hike for January's BanRep meeting (from 50bp previously). This would take the policy 
rate to 13%.  

• Looking ahead, BofA foresee a 50bp hike at the next meeting (March) which in their scenario would mark 
the end of the tightening cycle. 

 
 
Barclays: Impact on Economic Activity Suggests Likely Split Vote 
 

• Barclays expect Banrep to hike the policy rate 100bp. Given the upside inflation surprise in December and 
the fact that there will not be a rate decision in February, Barclays think the bank is likely to maintain the 
pace of tightening; however, this has already started to make a dent on economic activity, which suggests a 
likely divided decision, with at least some members voting for a smaller hike. 

 
 
Citi: Expect a Final 50BP Hike With Risks Towards Further Tightening 
 

• Citi Economics expects a final 50bp hike but recognizes that potentially-high inflation prints in coming 
months could lead the board to consider one more move in March. 

 
 
Goldman Sachs: Close Call Decision, Decisive 100BP Hike Still Warranted 
 

• Goldman Sachs expect the MPC to hike its policy rate by 100bp to 13.00%, with likely more than one 
dissenting vote for less. GS assign a relatively high 45% probability to a milder 50-75bp hike, with 80% of 
that probability mass skewed towards the 75bp hike.  

• Hence, GS anticipate a very close call between a bolder market-reassuring 100bp hike given the very 
challenging current and prospective inflation backdrop, and a slightly softer monetary policy response given 
the already high level of the policy rate. 

• A decisive 100bp hike is warranted given: (1) the expectation of high inflation readings in Jan-Feb (the next 
MPC meeting is in Mar) due to the cyclical resetting of prices to past inflation (e.g. urban transport services, 
education), the large 16% minimum wage increase, and high food prices arising from seasonal crop 
patterns and heavy rains; (2) the significantly higher than expected Dec inflation print, leading to new 
cyclical highs for headline, core, and services inflation which triggered further deterioration of headline and 
core inflation expectations through end-2024; (3) a mixed to slightly soft activity data set against a still-
positive positive output gap and large current account deficit; and (4) lingering policy uncertainty.  

• The MPC could complement a decisive 100bp with guidance suggesting that with such a hike the policy 
stance becomes significantly restrictive, and the decision also reflects the expectation of intense inflation 
pressures in 1Q2023; this to prepare the ground to eventually stop the hiking cycle or reduce the pace of 
hikes. 

• In Goldman Sachs’ assessment, the MPC could certainly argue in favour of a milder rate hike without 
closing the door for additional hikes, but in doing so it would unnecessarily run the risk of being perceived 
as dovish which could potentially further unmoor inflation expectations and unsettle the COP. After all, the 
market consensus and the central bank’s own monthly survey of market analysts is clustered around a 
100bp rate hike. 
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Itaú: Expecting a Below Consensus 75BP Hike 
 

• Previously the BanRep board highlighted the last upside inflation surprise, the pressures from a weakened 
COP on consumer prices, indexation, and still-upbeat activity in 3Q22.  

• For this meeting, Itaú expect a 75bp increase to 12.75%. 
 
 
JPMorgan: BanRep Meets With Growth Slowing, But Not Inflation Expectations 
 

• November’s monthly economic activity indicator, ISE, slipped by 0.1%m/m, sa (3.0%oya), delivering the 
third negative monthly print in a row, and taking the 3m/3m, saar rate down to an almost flat 0.2%. JPM’s 
call is for ISE, as well as GDP to move into contraction territory. 

• JPMorgan maintain their GDP forecast for two consecutive -2.0%q/q, saar, prints in 4Q22 and 1Q23, and 
on an annual basis for 8%y/y in 2022 and 0.9%y/y in 2023. Also out last week were November imports, 
which showed a clear slowing trend at US$6.0bn (CIF), down from the US$7.3bn monthly peak in August, 
consistent with the slowing in activity. Exports are also slowing, keeping the trade deficit elevated though 
overall on the path of correction.  

• Meanwhile, BanRep’s analyst survey showed an ongoing strong de-anchoring trend. JPMorgan maintain 
their 75bp hike call (to 12.75%) despite the ongoing deterioration of inflation expectations, as with some 
hard proof of economic slowing, the calmer market tone, and the policy rate in restrictive territory JPM think 
the board will want to signal their intent to wind down the cycle.  JPM still see a final 25bp hike to 13% in the 
March meeting.  

 
 
Scotiabank: Economists Anticipate Rates Pause In March 
 

• Colombian CPI basket indexation effects continue to feed fears of higher-for-longer headline inflation. 
Market analysts believe that almost 50% of the CPI basket will be adjusted in line with December’s steeper 
than projected headline inflation print of 13.12% y/y. 

• What’s more, the year started with climate difficulties and above-seasonal rains, which have led to a lower 
food supply in some regions, also adding to expectation of high food inflation in January 2023. 

• The above factors combined reduce the likelihood of a strong reduction in inflation. Instead, it should remain 
around 13% in the first quarter of the year, before beginning a slow reduction towards 8.8% by the end of 
2023. 

• On the bright side, the year also started with strong FX appreciation and lower international prices in 
Colombian agricultural inputs, which eventually will help food inflation decelerate significantly. At the same 
time, goods inflation will also benefit from currency strength if the latest trend holds. 

• BanRep is expected to deliver a new 100bps hike in a split vote at its January 27 meeting, while sticking to 
a data-dependent approach. However, since inflation is not expected to remain excessively high, the central 
bank may consider a pause at its March meeting. We expect a discussion on cuts when headline inflation 
reaches single digits again. 

 
 
SocGen: High Likelihood Monetary Tightening Will Continue Beyond January 
 

• Although the economy slowed in 4Q22, it remains surprisingly stronger than consensus and SocGen 
expectations, benefitting from continued fiscal impulse to some extent. The currency has recovered 
somewhat in recent months, but with the current account balance at historical lows, it remains under 
significant pressure. Both these factors continue to feed inflation pressure. 

• SocGen expect BanRep to tighten rates by another 100bp in January (to 13.00%) and remain hawkish in its 
commitments about further adjustments in rates for the coming meetings.  

• SocGen believe that inflation will begin to decline in 1Q23 itself, resulting in a central bank pause after 
March. Nevertheless, they note that risks to both their inflation and rates outlook remain to the upside for 
now. The easing cycle is unlikely to begin before 3Q23. 
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TD: BanRep Stuck Between A Rock And A Hard Place 
 

• In early December, Governor Leonardo Villar suggested that the end of the tightening cycle was near. 
However, inflation data along with inflation expectation gauges have not yet sketched an inflection point. It 
is very likely that inflation moderated at the turn of the year (TD forecast 12.7% in January down from 
13.1% a month before), but January's data will be released after BanRep's monetary policy meeting. 
Observing a turn in inflation is not a precondition to halt the tightening effort, yet it may come in handy. 

• Ban Rep has reached a historical 4% ex-ante real rate (200bps above neutrality). Against this backdrop, the 
Bank can reasonably argue that past monetary policy actions may be about to start showing their effects on 
inflation. Moreover, BanRep can also state that the current monetary policy stance may already be 
congruent with a trajectory of inflation convergence towards target. 

• However, given the strong permanence showed by local inflation, the high uncertainty around inflation 
projections and the regional context in which central banks of Brazil and Chile did not reach their terminal 
rates, until inflation was already pointing south, may lead BanRep to think twice before calling a sharp end 
to its hiking cycle on Jan 27. 

• TD think BanRep will act strategically and opt to deploy a 75bps hike (up from prior forecast of 50bps). This 
is below the 100bps hike expected by the consensus, which may suggest a sharp end of the hiking cycle, 
but above 50bps that could trigger concerns about BanRep downplaying inflation uncertainties.  

• TD also think this is not going to be presented as a definitive end to the tightening effort as BanRep is 
aware of the plethora of key economic indicators scheduled to be released between its January's meeting 
and the next one on March 31. 

• They expect COP to show transitory underperformance after the decision, counterbalanced by weak USD. 
In rates, they believe it is not yet an entry point to receive rates in Colombia amid too much inflation 
uncertainty. 


